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Kent Sayler - Brief Bio 

 

Kent Sayler received a BSEE and MSEE from Auburn University in 2003 and 2005, respectively. 

He has spent the last fourteen years in Long Beach, CA as an engineering consultant at P2S Inc, 

where is a Senior Electrical Engineer specializing in the design of medium voltage infrastructure for 

educational, healthcare, and waterfront facilities. 

I have close to 15 years of experience with IEEE and IAS, which started when I attended the IAS 

Annual Meeting in Tampa in 2006. Since that time, my active participation in standards 

development and technical review on the department, committee, and subcommittee levels has not 

only helped provide the experience necessary to support IAS Board activities, but also forged 

working relationships with many current IAS staff and executive committee members.  I am very 

grateful for the opportunity to contribute to the IAS and look forward to continuing my efforts in the 

coming years. 

In 2006, he began attending the IAS Annual Meeting and Industrial and Commercial Power 

Systems (I&CPS) Technical Conference and became a member of the Power Systems 

Engineering committee, where he serves as an Associate Editor for manuscript reviews and also 

rotated through the secretary, vice chair, and chair positions from 2008 through 2015.  Within the 

Power Systems Engineering committee, he is an active member of the Ports and Harbors 

subcommittee, holding the position of secretary.  In 2016, he began serving on the I&CPS 

department operating committee, holding the positions of secretary, vice chair (papers), and his 

current position as vice chair (technical). where in 2019 and 2020 he was technical program chair 

for the I&CPS Technical Conferences. 

He has also been a member of the IEEE Standards Coordinating Committee 18 (SCC18) since 

2014, through which he serves as the IEEE External Representative and principal voting member 

for the Code Making Panel 1 of the NFPA National Electrical Code.  


